Introduction
and abstract Weather forecasts were early noted to be a domain where automatic translation was possible (Kittredge, 1973) . Everybody in the field knows that there is a computer in Montreal translating forecasts routinely between French and English (METEO). The weather domain has proven to be a fruitful domain for further research as witnessed e.g. by the system for generating marine forecasts presented by Kittredge et al (1986) , by the work by Goldberg et al (1988) , by the system generating public weather reports in Bulgarian reported on by Mitkov (1991) and the system translating Finnish marine forecasts into Swedish by Bl~tberg (1988) .
The Swedish Weathra system to be presented in this paper explores the language and semantics of weather forecasts further and it aims at deep comprehension of forecasts. Beside grammatical representations, Weathra uses representations of the meteorological raw facts and secondary facts, e.g. the fact that it will probably rain at a place where there is a low pressure area. It uses a representation of meteorological objects with their properties as frames in a data base and graphic representation with tile standard meteorological icons on a map, e.g. icons for sun, cloudy, rain, snow, thunderstorm, westerly winds, L(ow) and H(igh) pressure, temperatures, e.g. 10-15. Weathra also features a dynamic discourse representation including the discourse objects which may be referred to by the words and anaphora in the text (cf Karttunen, 1976 , Johnson & Kay, 1990 . The discourse objects are regarded as instances of the (proto)types or (concepts), which are also available as frames in a database.
The formal grammar, morphology and lexicon of Weathra are based on experience from the machine translation system Swetra (Sigurd & Gawronska, 1988) , which is also written in Prolog (LPA MacProlog).
The Weathra system can understand weather forecasts in a fairly deep sense, depict its comprehension in a map, answer questions about the main contents and consequences, translate English forecasts into Swedish ones and vice versa, and generate various forecast texts in English or Swedish.
The language of forecasts Even a quick glance at the weather forecasts in newspapers shows that they are written in a special format beside using a restricted vocabulary (the METEO system uses some 1000 words, and so does Weathra 
ewutt(T,F,S,[]) :-ewph(T,F,S,[]). ewutt(T,F,S,[]) :-ewsent(T,F,S,[]).
The basic rule for phrases is: The lexicon has the same format as Swetra. The first slot contains the form of the item (one or several words), the second the meaning written in "machinese", the This sentence may be rendered in the following way in order to reveal the concepts and objects involved, some of which can also be referred to. The potential referential objects are numbered (within parentheses).
Something (01), which is an instance of the concept 'gale' (02) and is of the concept 'towards' (08) and is denoted by the English word towards (09). The goal (010) of the movement has the proper name Scandinavia (011) in English.
The following are some possible successive sentences where the objects referred to are marked as O1,O2 etc.
It (01) moves fast (1) It (04) happens fast (2) It (01) is better called a cyclone. (3) It (02) translates as "storm" in Swedish (4) It (09) is better spelled toward (5) It (010) includes Sweden (6)
We take a reference to prove that the object is a possible discourse object (discourse referent to use Karttunen's term, 1976 2) Discourse objects Discourse objects can be described by meteorological objects, but they also have linguistic expressions. Not all meteorological objects whose existence is implied by a forecast describe discourse objects.
3) Grammatical representations
Grammatical representations refer to expressions signifying discourse Note that several words may result in the same symbol on the map. Sunny, sun and fair will all be represented by the icon "sun".
The functional representation is also scanned by the concept finder which looks for concepts about which it has information. Thus the frame 'gale' is used as the prototype of the instance O1 and 'move' is used as the prototype of 02. The meteorological finder looks for data for its general frames.
The 
